
Aim #102: How do we use regressions to create models for non-linear scatter 
plots?
Homework: handout
Do Now: Determine which model best represents each of the following scatter 
plots.  Explain your choice.

Steps for Non-Linear Regressions
1. Stat Edit Enter your data into L1 and L2

2. Stat Calc Choose  ExpReg or QuadReg

1) a. Find the quadratic regression that passes through the points (-2,2), (-3, -21) 
and (0,6).

b. Use the quadratic model to predict the value at x = 3.

c. Using the quadratic model find the x-values when the predicted value would be 
-5.

2) a. Find the exponential regression that passes through the points (-2,5) and 
(1,8).

b. Use the exponential model to predict the value at x = -4.

c. What is the correlation coefficient?



a)  Describe the relationship between age and exterior shell length.  Explain your 
answer.  

b)  The model that researchers used to describe the relationship is 
y = 10-0.403 + 0.0063x  where x represents the exterior shell length and y represents 
the age.  The exponential curve is shown on the graph below.  Does this model 
provide a good description of the relationship between age and exterior shell 
length?  Explain why or why not.

c) What age is a lobster with an exterior shell length of 100 mm based on the 
graph?  Based on the equation?       

d) Suppose that trapping regulations require that any lobster with an exterior shell 
length less than 75 mm or more than 150 mm must be released. Based on the 
exponential model, what are the ages of lobsters with exterior shell lengths less 
than 75 mm or more than 150 mm? 

The scatter plot below shows the shell length of 27 lobsters that were 
raised in a laboratory and their age in years.  



Farmers sometimes use fertilizers to increase crop yield, but often wonder just how 
much fertilizer they should use.  The data shown in the scatter plot below are from a 
study of the effect of fertilizer on the yield of corn.

a) What type of relationship does this scatter plot show?

b) The model used to describe the relationship was y = 4.7 + 0.05x - 0.0001x2 
where x represents the amount of fertilizer (kg per 10,000 sq m) and y represents 
corn yield (Mg per 10,000 sq m).  Use this quadratic model to complete the following 
table.  Then, sketch the graph of this quadratic equation on the scatter plot.

x y

0
100
200
300
400

c) Based on this quadratic model, how much fertilizer per 10,000 square meters would 
you recommend that a farmer use on his cornfields in order to maximize crop yield?  
Justify your choice.



Sum it up!
A scatter plot can be used to investigate whether or not there is a relationship 
between two numerical variables.  This relationship can be described as linear or 
nonlinear.
Linear, quadratic, and exponential functions are common models that can 
be used to describe the relationship between variables.

The table below shows the number of megabytes each version of Super Type has:

Version    1    2    3    4    5    6

Size (MB)  155  240  387  630  960 1612

a) Determine which regression model is most appropriate for this data.  Why?

b) Find the regression equation.  Round all coefficients to the nearest tenth.

c) Using your equation, predict what the size of version 9 would hold, to the 
nearest whole number.

d) Using your equation, what version would hold 15000 megabytes?
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